MOM GUIDE

SESSION 5: TECHNOLOGY
MOM-TO-MOM ENCOURAGEMENT
Hey Moms,
Let me be the first to give you permission to fail in this area. Technology is simply overwhelming. I have given my girls
access to apps before it was time. An iPod touch before they were ready. I have also been accused of being the meanest
mom and the LAST mom to give one of mine a phone. There is no handbook for doing this technology thing right.
Technology is powerful. But it’s not all bad.
My children have used FaceTime to have meaningful connections with their grandparents. And they have sent the most
precious birthday songs to their cousins far away. And their slime videos are quite creative.
We are learning to use technology together, and it’s imperfect.
You are not alone, mama. Keep asking God for wisdom (James 1:5) and look for ways to engage together when it
comes to technology.
Much love,
Courtney DeFeo
Founder of Treasured, TreasuredGirlz.com
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BOTTOM LINE: Be wise with technology.
SCRIPTURE: “So be careful how you live. Do not live like people who aren’t wise. Live like people who are wise”
(Ephesians 5:15 NIrV).

TIPS FOR GROUP
• It’s okay to be overwhelmed by technology and feel
like your daughter knows more than you do. Be
honest, don’t try to pretend you are up on the latest
if you are not.
• Remember to always guard your relationship with
your daughter with everything you share.
• Watch your daughter’s face during discussion to see
what’s interesting or exciting to her about technology.
• Be careful not to get preachy in this session. Be willing
to admit your own failures in ways that are appropriate
for your daughter.

WORDS YOUR DAUGHTER NEEDS TO HEAR FROM YOU
Your daughter needs constant affirmation along with guidance. Here are some phrases to work into your conversations
to help your daughter learn to be wise with technology:
• I love the way you use technology for smart and creative things.
• One way I’ve messed up when using technology is . . .
• You can’t unsend a text or unpost a post. What happens online stays there forever.
• Spending time in real life is wiser than time online.
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SESSION 5 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
We’ll talk about these in the group. Your group leader may not use all of the questions.
1. What’s one thing that stuck out to you from this session?
2. On a scale of 1-10, how much do you love technology?
3. What’s your favorite thing to do with technology?
4. What is one piece of technology you are excited to use in the future?
5. W
 hat are some of the downsides of technology we should be aware of? (becoming addicted, comparison,
bullying, feeling bad about yourself, stranger danger, etc.)
6. How does technology tempt you to compare yourself to others?
7. What’s one way you can be wiser when using technology?

MOM / DAUGHTER CHALLENGE

Choose one or more of these to do after the group.
Spend some quality time with your daughter this week. Here are some ideas to consider for your time together:
• Use technology for good by recording a memorable video together. Making memories is one of the very best
reasons we use technology. Your daughter will want to look back and remember a time she enjoyed with her
mother at this age. Use some silly filters, apps, and/or background music.
• Perform a song together or interview each other on camera. Don’t share it with the world—just file it away for you
to enjoy.
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CONTINUE THE DISCUSSION
Here are some questions to further the discussion at home
after Session 5:

TECHNOLOGY

• What is something you’ve learned to do with
technology? Can you show me?
• What’s something involving technology that you’ve
been excited to try? Could we try it together?
• What apps or video games are your friends into?
• What rules or guidelines do your friends have when it
comes to technology?
• Do you see me using technology too much?
• In what ways can I help you be wise with technology?
• How do you feel about the rules we have established
as a family?

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
For additional resources, visit TreasuredGirlz.com or theParentCue.org/resources. Also available to order, the
Treasured Journal is a fun opportunity for mothers and daughters to deepen their Treasured experience through
reflection and discussion. Available at ParentCueStore.org.
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